
Beginner and Intermediate CL
Aerobatics came to their final terms on
Sunday, July 13. Ten Beginners fought it
out for their respective class title with
four Open fliers and six
Junior/Senior pilots. 

Mike Gibson of Abilene,
Texas, brought three fine young
gentlemen from his hometown as
a fitting addition to the
younger group of
competitors. The Open
winners were:  first -
Terry Bolin of Neosho,
Missouri; second - Mike
Skulalek of Grand
Rapids, Michigan; third -
Harry Crespo of Donora,
Pennsylvania; and fourth
- Jerry Norin of
Metropolis, Illinois.

The Junior/Senior
winners were:
first -
Grace
Paris
of Clio,

Michigan; second - Mike Paris of Clio,
Michigan; third - Joshua Kedziora of
Abilene, Texas; fourth - Reed Young of
Dallas, Texas; fifth - Zackery Stein of

Abilene; and sixth - Bo Walker also of
Abilene.

Judges included Mark Overmier,
Eric Taylor, Wes Eakin, and Bill
Marvell. Clinic
personnel were Jim

Renkar and Steve
Smith. Tabulator
positions were
Joann Lynch
and Jane Barker.
Byron Barker

was Pit Boss,
Don Ogren ran

score sheets and
Louis Rankin

was our Pull
Tester.

All the
winners

received their own numbered certificate
and frame, and were able to pass through
the multitude of donated prizes. 

I was pleased with the turnout in spite
of the gas prices as high as they are. I was
especially proud of the time and effort put
in by the workers and the modelers who
donated the prizes. Contact me (Allen
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CL Aerobatics

Important Message from AMA Headquarters

Flying is not permitted at the former ABB transformer plant on Cowan Road. Please remember that unless
you are flying on the AMA flying site, you must obtain permission from the property owner(s) to operate
your aircraft.

Open Beginners were (L-R) Harry
Crespo, Josh Skulalek, Champion Terry
Bolin, and Jerry Norin.

Keith Trostle preps his kitted FW-TA-152
Classic Stunter, while Charlie Reeves
bides his time for Keith’s launch.
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Grace Paris placed
first in the
Junior/Senior
Beginners category.



Brickhaus) if you have a kit, engine, handle, lines, or
stunt needs that you will not use and could donate to
the 2009 event.

Bob Brookins and his fine crew culminated
Intermediate in a hasty manner. The efficient helpers
got the ball rolling early on Sunday morning and got
the fliers off to a quick start. Nine flyers vied for the
plaques provided and sponsored by John Brodak and
Brodak Manufacturing Co. 

Placement is as listed: first - Everett Shoemaker;
second - Howard Terrell; third - Denis Downs; fourth -
Rob Young; fifth - John Gladfelter; sixth - Don Sopka;
seventh - Vince Bodde; eighth - Norman Gayer; and
ninth - Larry Fruits.

Bob’s hard-working crew included the judges Jack
Sheeks, Kent Tysor, John Brodak, and Dale Gleason.
John Brodak doubled as the Pull Tester for Intermediate. Tabulators were Elaine
Brookins, Karyn Urtnowski, and Shirley Sheeks. Photos were taken by Linda
Gleason. Pit Bosses were Linda Gleason and Shelly Gordon. The Pilot’s Choice
was won by Denis Downs, while the Best Brodak Kit represented at the event
was built by Everett Shoemaker.

The Appearance Points and pilots’ meeting took place at the One-Eighty
Building on North Broadway Avenue on the same afternoon. Sixty-five models
decked the gym floor. 

Charlie Reeves and Jim Lynch pulled their last hitch as judges for this event.
They have accomplished an admirable task these past years and should be
applauded for their dedication and work. 

A new method was used to seed pilots. Those who have attended the Nats for
the last 10 years were given points for their finishes. Then the remainder of the
pilots used a blind draw of ping pong balls from a bag to enter their number into
the matrix. Paul Walker and Howard Rush followed the program they developed.
It took some time to work the kinks out of the system, but no one should be able
to complain about unfairness in the process. 

Appearance Points took
roughly two hours and the
pilots’ meeting finished
around 6:15 p.m. All were
given a printed sheet of
their respective flight order
for the entire week and then
they proceeded to the gym
to see the results of the
Appearance Points. Phil T.
Granderson took the front
row with a 20-point model.
Phil joins a very elite and
small number of people who
have accomplished that
goal.

—Allen Brickhaus
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Dave Trible, from the Kansas City area
brought his new semiscale P-40. The jaws
look hungry for another practice flight.

Norman Gayer of Fresno CA, is entered in the
Intermediate Class. His Bob Hunt Genesis is built
from plans and includes plastic-film flying
surfaces and HobbyPoxy on the fuselage.

Don Ogren is readying his Evolution Cardinal for
an evening flight before the storm with Jim Lee
and Kenny Stevens overseeing the launch.

Keith’s Focke-Wulf stands at the ready for another
dawn patrol mission on the L pad.

Junior/Senior Beginner winners were (L-R)
Zackery Stein, Josh Kedziora, Bo Walker, Reed
Young, and Michael Paris. The Champion is Grace
Paris.



SSC Preliminary Scores

Please note: All scores are

unofficial until tabulation has been

verified.

1 Brian Gilkey 2740

2 Eric Gilkey 2694

3 Kirk Adams 2120

4 Corey Stein 2052

5 Nick Windsor 2040

6 Bill Geipel 1940

7 Andy Runte 1852

8 Mike Bohlmann 1740

9 Don Veres 1720

10 Mark Schofield 1620

11 Jerry Virnig 1576

12 Keith Jones 1548

13 Mark Cippolone 1323

14 Chris Handegaard 1320

15 Mike Gillette 1288

16 Jay Waybright 1260

17 Sean Rupp 1092

18 Mike Fredricks 1080

19 Dirk Oosting 1004

20 Bryan Lorentzen 996

21 Tom Neff 960

22 Dave Davis 840

23 Bob Loescher 812

24 Craig Buttery 800

25 Don Fourson 284

26 Norm Names 0

27 Don Grissom -88

Limited B 

Preliminary Scores

Surface Condition Weather Forecasting for Air Sports Aviators - general Muncie
area - from www.usairnet.com. 
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Mon.-Thurs.
Friday 
Saturday
Sunday

9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m.

Break something? Fix it fast. Visit Peak Electronics, Inc.
located at Site 3. Supporting your needs during the Nats.

• Sirius Chargers and accessories  • Custom Electronics
Accessories  • Xtreme Link 2.4 GHz  • Castle Creations
speed controls  • Velcro  • Hobby Lobby FlyCamOne 2

Brayden Adamisin, son of Archie
Adamisin Jr., looks to the
threatening weather as a precursor
to his father’s next electric-powered
Stunt flight.

1 Brian Gilkey 2132

2 Eric Gilkey 1840

3 Don Veres 1600

4 Jerry Virnig 1304

5 Mike Bohlmann 1288

6 Mike Fredricks 1252

7 Kirk Adams 1192

8 Chris Handegaard 1128

9 Mike Gillette 1032

10 Nick Windsor 900

11 Mark Schofield 884

12 Keith Jones 880

13 Sean Rupp 760

14 Craig Buttery 720

15 Bob Loescher 588

16 Aaron Snyder 464

17 Mark Cippolone 448

18 Don Fourson 200

19 Dave Davis 180

20 Dirk Oosting -20

Michael Paris took on the reigns of his Sig
Skyray and accomplished a second in
Junior/Senior Beginner Stunt on Sunday.



Hi Racers! It is time for the 08 Pylon
Nats. Racers from all over the country
started arriving at Muncie, Indiana, early
in the week for some serious practice.
The weather was pretty cool for this time
of year. It made practice a lot easier on
the engines and pilots, too. 

Practice was moving along very well
until Saturday evening, when a major
storm blew in. This was the worst storm I
had ever experienced. One minute it was
windy and raining, and the next minute
our huge circus
tents were lifting
and then
collapsing on
top of us,
trapping us,
our cars,
carts, and

equipment. There was no
hiding from the rain and we
got soaked. No one got hurt,
and it made for some great
conversation later.

Tech inspection was on
Sunday from 11 a.m. and 2
p.m. After the dust cleared,
we had 62 entries in 428 (Q-
500) and 63 entries in 424
(Q-40). This is a great
turnout, especially
considering the cost of
travel these days. 

Gary Freeman Jr. is our
Contest Director this year
and is doing an excellent job
of keeping every thing
running smoothly. Good job,
Gary! 

This year, as in the past,
we are using the A/B

Matrix system. For those
of who don’t

understand, let me
explain. All the
entries will be split
into two groups: one
group is called the

A matrix, and the
other is called the B
matrix. Each matrix
will race separately
to find the top 14
racers. Then the top
14 from each group
will be combined
and compete as one
group. This is the
best of the best

racing each other.
The racing is close, fast,

and heart-pumping. 
The competition gets
tougher every year. The
pilots are getting so much
better, and along with
improvements to their
equipment,  any number of
pilots could win. The new

long-stroke Nelsons, Jett
engines, and the Profi
engines are really smoking,
but don’t turn your back on
the old short-stroke engines
either; some of them are
performing very well, too.
Time will tell. 

It seems as though
everyone has a different
idea what the engine
timing should be. I have
heard talk of every
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RC Pylon Begins!

Gino Del Ponte is a two-time Nats
winner.



RC Combat

Day three is complete with just one more day to
go, and so far there seems to be a sweep happening
again. 

The weather turned really nice after the rainy
day we had Saturday. We started the day with six
rounds of SSC Combat. SSC, which stands for
Slow and Survivable Combat, has become one
of the most widely flown Combat events. This
Nats is no exception, with 27 pilots who will be
competing. 

Since we had so many pilots it was decided that we
would split into four heats per round, which would

give more time between
flights. This helps a lot

since there are sometimes
where you may need to do some

repairs on your airplanes. 
After we completed the six rounds it looks about

the same as every other contest this
weekend. Brian Gilkey is in the lead with
2,740 points, with his brother Eric just
behind him. It is still a close contest with
Kirk Adams and Corey Stein not too far
behind. We will finish the final four

rounds Monday morning. 
Later in the day the wind

started to pick up again so it was time
for some Limited B. A lot of people were

using some of the same airplanes they use for
Open B but with a stock muffler and a 10 x 4
propeller. 

This was the first time I have seen Limited B
and it was a really nice contest to watch. The

combination you can think of,
and the same with propellers. I
have seen the newest, and the
oldest propellers made being
used, and all with good
success.

This year’s winner could be
anyone: Randy Bridge, Travis
Flynn, Gino Del Ponte, Parker,
Mike Helsel, Blanchard, Fred
Bergdorf, Jim Allen, Scott, and
many more, but watch out for
who I call a dark horse. these
guys can come out of nowhere
and upset the apple cart. Pilots
like Matias Salar, Scott McAfee, Seaholm, Dennis Cranfill, Freeman, and too many
others to mention. 

Enough of the crystal ball stuff for now. As I said, time will tell …
Let’s go race!

—Mike Del Ponte 

Rick Fraley the Contest
Cordinator showing how
long that streamer was.

The braveheart scene with Bob Loescher, Craig Buttery, and
Donald Fourson.



A multipurpose work bench with built-in trash can.

SSC pilots.

Keith Jones and Mike Fredricks decided to give each
other a handshake in the air.

In SSC we require a pinch test to check rpms but I do not think it works
with electrics ...
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speeds were very even which makes for
a closer contest. We also had some of
the hardest crashes such as the one by
Mike Fredricks that completely bent the
fuselage. 

Well, after five rounds we seem to
have the same people at the top of the
standings, Brian and Eric leading the
way with Don Veres and Jerry Viring in
third and fourth place. 

We still have five rounds of Limited
B to finish Monday. 

—Don Grissom


